Advice on a Covid-19 secure opening for museums
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Introduction
This document has been developed by Museum Development Yorkshire in partnership with Visitor Experience
team members at YMT, to support and advise small museums and galleries reopening in a Covid secure way
during the Covid 19 Pandemic. It aims to provide support and guidance as a supplement only to official advice.
PLEASE NOTE - It does not replace or override any advice from the current rules and regulations by the British
Government, the Department for Culture, Media and Sport, and the National Museum Directors Council. It is
essential to read these before this document and before making any decisions about the reopening of your
site.
The National Museum Directors Council’s Good Practice Guidelines for Reopening Museums outlines nine
main considerations:
1. Thinking about risk and risk assessment
2. Workers’ safety and well-being
3. Public safety
4. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and face coverings
5. Building and process adaptation
6. Visitors returning, fulfilling public purpose
7. Supporting the business case
8. Transport
9. Local contexts.
The Association of Independent Museums has also written a checklist to be used in conjunction with other
advice: AIM Reopening Guidance and checklist summary (aim-museums.co.uk)
The sections below aim to summarise the key points outlined in this advice.
Definitions: For the purpose of this document when referring to “staff” this means anyone working for your
site, including full time employees, part time employees and volunteers.

Reopening the Museum
Risk Assessment
The government states that each workplace must fill out a risk assessment for Covid-19 to keep your staff and
visitors safe. This should include thinking about who is at risk (staff and visitors), which places/activities are
higher risk, deciding how high the risk is and avoiding the risk.
More information and a guide template can be found here at HSE.
A few examples of completed ones by museums can be found here:
•
•
•
•

York Castle Museum part of York Museums Trust
National Railway Museum
National Museums Liverpool
National Coal Mining Museum for England

Please note that the above risk assessments should only be used as examples because they are unique to the
sites they were created for and as government guidance has changed over the last year may contain out of
date information and advice.
Visit Britain have created the “Good To Go” mark where businesses can apply to display the mark to show
they are adhering to government guidance, Covid 19 risk assessment and public health guidance. If your
business is welcoming international visitors, you can now link “Good To Go” with the World Travel & Tourism
Council’s Safe Travel stamp.

Social Distancing
Government guidance is that you must stay two metres away from people you do not live with, where
possible, and at least one metre with additional precautions such as face coverings.
Visitors may need to be advised on staying in their household or support bubble when visiting. Support
bubbles are a support network consisting of two households which have met specific eligibility rules. Those in
a household or support bubble will need to maintain social distancing with people outside of their bubble. It is
strongly recommended to not mix or change bubbles. Make sure to regularly check government guidelines to
keep up to date on support bubbles.

Signage
Use signage and markings to remind visitors to maintain social distancing on their visit, particularly in smaller
or more restricted areas and at admissions queues. These don’t need to be high tech; you can use sticky tape
or make chalk lines to mark distance in queues if you do not have the resources to create stickers which are
being widely used by museums. Give the visitors instructional signage of where to wait and visual
representations of social distancing. These prompts give the visitor confidence that the museum is managing
the situation and means they know what to do.
Consider making these signs humorous and relevant to the museum. This brings a personal touch and can be
easier to remind people to keep their distance in a positive manner. Find out about some creative museum
signage here.
Take a look at some examples:
•

Woodhorn Museum, Museums Northumberland, a former coal mine, has used big boot stickers to
show the one-way system.

Copyright: Museums Northumberland

•
•

The Workhouse Museum and Gardens in Ripon, North Yorkshire, which uses a simple word document
sign to convey the important points about social distancing and new measures.
Manchester’s National Football Museum uses signage that is creative, fun and reflects its collection.

Copyright: National Football Museum

•

Royal Cornwall Museum have also created relevant signage

Copyright: Royal Institution of Cornwall, Royal Cornwall Museum

Visitor Numbers
You will need to manage the number of visitors to ensure social distancing can be maintained throughout the
building. Calculating exact floor space is complex, and museums may find it more logical to carefully manage
the flow of visitors.
Some tips:
•
•

Do a site walk round from entrance to exit.
Make notes of spaces that are potential pinch points (tight spaces where social distancing may be
difficult). For example, a foyer where visitors are moving in many directions, a toilet corridor where
people need to pass each other in both directions. Examples of potential pinch points:

Image: York Art Gallery, York Museums Trust

•

•

Visualise the visitor experience/journey both in terms of route and timing. Are you able to walk round
your site in the fashion of a one-way system or will you need to break down the experience into
smaller guided tours of areas?
Spend time in each room and either measure or estimate how many visitors can fit into a space with
social distancing of two metres. This includes separate visitors and household and support bubbles. Try
working out how many single visitors would fit but also how many average family groups/bubbles
would also fit. Isometric’s Toolkit for Museum Reopening has good visual aids for thinking about visitor
space, visitor flow and capacity on p 9-13. Then add up to your capacity for the whole site, including
staff.

(p. 9, Toolkit for Museum
Reopening,
Isometricstudio.com, 2020)

• Walk the route again
making note of access
information and
facilities on the route.
• If considering a selfled experience, think
about your notes on
route timings and your average visit duration. Would introducing timed ticket slots to stagger the
visitor flow to ensure social distance around the site work? If, for example, your average visit duration
is one hour then hourly timed tickets would allow visitors to leave before others arrive. See Arts
Council England and Digital Culture Networks Information about Ticketing for Museums and Galleries

Examples of Visitor Numbers and Social Distancing:
•

Captain Cook Memorial Museum (Whitby) has very clear information on its website about time slots, capacity
for each area and timed visits for each area. Staff have made this relevant to the museum by having “The
Captain’s Rules” and using the ringing of a ships bell to let visitors know when to move onto the next space.

•
•

Fairfax House in York outlines its safety information and one way system on its website.
Brontë Parsonage Museum, Haworth clearly lays out on its website the use of timed slots and low capacity due
to the nature of the site in a historic building.

•

This blog post from IanVisits shows a collection of social distancing signage from museums and galleries in the
UK.

One-way systems
Map out the selected one-way system through the museum/gallery to ensure social distancing by avoiding any
crossing over of the visitor flow. Take into consideration where the lifts/stairs/toilets are in the one-way
system. See the Isometric Toolkit for Museum Reopening for helpful infographics about logical visitor flows in
gallery spaces. Make sure to test the one-way system before reopening to ensure that it works.
Consider visitors with access issues. Does the route work for everyone? Will there be any access issues? Is their
enough space for wheelchair access with social distancing in mind? Refer to the EMBED toolkit for guidance on
how to make your reopening accessible. Other things to consider are whether the one-way signage is at an
accessible height, facilities are easily accessible on the route and visitors can rejoin the route from facilities,
are accessible toilets open, do the queuing areas allow enough space for social distancing for wheelchair
users.
Example: Hull Museums has a map of the Streetlife Museum which shows the new visitor one way system and
which areas are currently closed due to space and route.

Copyright: Hull Museums

Tours
Tours could be an alternative offering for your visitors if your site is not suited to a COVID-19 secure self-led
visit because of access/visitor flow issues. These can offer a more controlled experience for both the visitors
and staff giving more confidence in the safety of the site. Providing tours should be considered and assessed
when creating a risk assessment for the site. Make sure to follow official government Covid-19 secure
guidelines if tours are currently allowed within the guidelines. Check the government website on a regular
basis to ensure you are following updated guidelines.
Remember that your number of visitors for a tour cannot exceed the maximum capacity for the smallest space
you will be in or pass through. Think about where your visitors will wait or meet for the tour, and make sure
you have included this in your walk round evaluation.

Examples of tours:
•
•

Fairfax House, York have included a full page of terms and conditions specifically for their tour giving
lots of information about their Covid-19 secure measures and ‘Lady Anne’s House Rules’.
York Castle Museum, part of York Museums Trust runs several tours of small capacity.

If the space isn’t suitable for tours, consider alternative methods of sharing content with your visitors, such as
virtual tours, audio guides, videos, online interactives, and teaching resources. Here are some examples:
•
•
•

York Museums Trust YouTube channel
Calderdale Museums Virtual Tour of Shibden Hall,
Ripon Museums audio guides.

If you are considering creating digital content, Kids in Museums also provides some useful information in how
to achieve fun interactive activities for families. Leeds Museums & Galleries have created content online for
families to use, creating a virtual visit with a variety of content.

Staff roles
The role of your admission staff or greeter is very important as they are the face of the museum reopening. It
is important that the staff in this role feel confident with their own safety and procedures so that they can
make the visitor feel the same. Make sure that staff have been trained, feel comfortable and prepared for this
role upon reopening and provide the tools for them to do this well. (see below for crib sheet/training).

As this member of staff is the first that visitors interact with, they are responsible for making sure visitors
maintain social distance in the area and queue, are adhering to current rules of household bubbles/mixing and

implementing NHS Test & Trace. Consider your admissions/foyer set up and the staff roles here, could you
benefit from a second member of staff here and is this possible? Provide perspex screens at admissions points
to protect staff and visitors. Provide staff with crib sheets and support.

Example: York Art Gallery Admissions Desk, York Museums Trust:

PPE
The law requires that face coverings must be worn by visitors inside museums and galleries unless medically
exempt or under 11 years old. Provide signage and verbal reminders for visitors that they need to wear one
and how to wear one (over the mouth and nose). More information on face covering guidelines here. Consider
providing disposable masks at your admissions desk for anyone without one or make face masks available to
purchase.
Please note that the guidelines have changed since museums reopened in summer 2020, and a face shield
alone is no longer accepted. Transparent face coverings may be worn by those who communicate through lipreading or facial expressions, but they are not recommended by the government.
Remember that not all exemptions are visible so be mindful of those who are exempt and make sure all
signage includes wording about exemptions. Some people who are exempt may wear sunflower lanyards or
carry exemption cards, examples of which can be found here. Please note it is not required for a person to

prove their exemption or wear an exemption card. EMBED Guidelines outline considerations regarding
vulnerable visitors and face masks, see points SD07-10 on the ‘Service Delivery’ tab.
To make sure your signage is accessible, consider creating an easy read version. For example, see Learning
Disability England’s Covid 19 Easy Read Resources. Consider making multilingual signage and using images to
assist those whose first language may not be English.
It is also required by law for visitor facing staff to wear face coverings.

NHS Test & Trace
You must take part in NHS Test and Trace which requires you to keep the contact details of all visitors and
staff for 21 days and provide them to Public Health England if requested. Previously only one person’s details
per household/bubble were required, but as of 29th March 2021 this has changed to all individual’s details.
All museums must display a QR check -in poster for the NHS Covid 19 app. More info here about how to
collect data for Test and Trace and Public Health England’s Customer Logging Toolkit.
If you don’t have an online booking system that automatically takes people’s details think about other ways
you can do this. Maybe have a clipboard for the admission member of staff (if you have more than one,
consider a clipboard each to minimise cross-contamination) take the visitor’s name and contact number. They
should be passed to the manager at the end of each day and kept in a safe, locked location to comply with
General Data Protection Regulations.
The Public Health England Customer Logging Toolkit outlines how to collect the data for Test & Trace and
comply with GDPR law. In summary:
• Only collect the data you need (name, contact details, day and time of visit)
• Tell customers why you are collecting the data (You could display a sign or if collecting online through
ticket booking be clear that the info will also be used for Test & Trace)
• Store the data safely (Store securely on a digital device or if on paper, keep them locked away)
• Don’t use it for other purposes (You cannot use the data for marketing or any other purpose as you do
not have consent to do so which would be against GDPR law.)
• Erase it in line with Government guidance (Do not keep the data for longer than the Government
advises. Delete the files completely from the recycle bin or if on paper shred the files)
For further advice on how to comply with GDPR law while collecting data for Test and Trace see the FAQs from
the Information Commissioners Office here.
See how Brontë Parsonage Museum has added information about the data collected when booking tickets:

Accessibility and inclusivity
When assessing the reopening of your site, review accessibility in all areas and procedures that will have an
impact of the visitors. Make sure you provide clear and detailed information about the alterations that have
been made to the traditional ways of working.
Consider individuals who may be Clinically Vulnerable or Clinically Extremely Vulnerable to Covid-19.
However, remember that not all disabled people are medically vulnerable to Covid-19 and it is important that
the social model of disability still applies.
EMBED reopening recommendations looks at barriers that may face disabled visitors and offers potential
solutions. Read the Seven Inclusive Principles for Arts Cultural Organisations working safely through Covid-19.
Some questions to consider about accessibility:
•
•
•

•

•
•

Is your route accessible? Are the facilities accessible?
If you are holding online events and content? Are these accessible? Take a look at Little Cog’s guide to
accessible meetings.
Can you offer access timed slots for visitors with additional needs where the museum will be quieter
e.g Hull Museums. These can create a much safer and welcoming environment for many people that
may not be able to manage the normal business of your site.
Could you create a pre-visit guide or social story, such as this one from the Hull Museums? Consider
creating one with instructions about how to book tickets too. You can create your own using the
resources from Creative Bridges. A good example of clear access information is the access information
page for Eureka!
Can you offer a sensory guide? There are resources on how to create these in the Creative Bridges link
in the point above. Example: Look at Eureka’s Sensory Guide here
Think about using face masks which have a transparent mouth section to aid visitors who may rely on
lip reading.

Cleaning & Hygiene
Consider a deep clean of the building before reopening to the public. This would include cleaning all touchable
surfaces, admissions areas, staff areas, and toilets so that everything is clean and disinfected before you open
to the public. In your risk assessments of the building, you will need to consider increasing the cleaning of the
site, along with identifying high touch/use areas used by staff and the public; areas such as toilets, door
handles, handrails, and barriers. See Health and Safety Executive (HSE) advice on Cleaning the Workplace for
more details.

Galleries
Increase cleaning of the galleries on a regular basis throughout the day. When organising a deep clean of the
full site before reopening are you able to do a full viricidal misting for the site?
Moreover, make sure to consider the care of the collections and consult specialist advice for cleaning historical
surfaces or materials, see Historic England guidance here. Risk assessments about the collections and the
process of care should be completed in collaboration with Curators and specialists. Can a checklist be made to
monitor this? Can a crib sheet be made for staff regarding dos and don’ts for the care of the collections?
See this resource for collections care considerations for reopening from the Museum of London
Think about the furniture in these spaces. Do the chairs and benches comply with social distancing? Could you
add stickers to remind people not sit next to each other? Think about removing soft furnishing chairs and sofas
for hard surfaces that can be cleaned more easily.

Toilets
Increase the cleaning of toilets used by staff and visitors, and keep these separate where it is possible. Ensure to provide
soap, hand sanitiser and paper towels in all toilets. Also consider providing signage on correct hand wash techniques. For
more information listen to “Planning to Reopen? Don’t forget the toilets” Webinar, it is a great resource of information
about safe reopening, case studies, signage, cleaning. For more examples see @MuseumToilets Twitter account.
Think about introducing a cleaning checklist that can be filled in by cleaners each time they have been cleaned and are
visible to the public, for example, on the back on the doors or corridor area. It is encouraging for visitors to see how
often areas such as these are cleaned.
Think about introducing a one-in-one-out policy to minimise the number of people in the toilets. If there is a corridor to
enter the toilets put signage outside to encourage people to walk one at a time to minimise cross over.
If your toilet set up has changed, include this information on your website or if making a reopening video include them
in this. Make sure that facilities are clearly accessible on the one-way system and that visitors can easily resume their
visit on the route.
Example of signage:

Copyright: Brooklands Museum
Image: @MuseumToilets Twitter

Hand sanitiser
Hand sanitiser points should be located around the building to be used by visitors and staff with signage to
encourage this. Consider the use of automatic hand sanitiser points if possible, as these require less contact. If
this is not possible you could use a table with a hand sanitiser pump dispenser and appropriate signage.
Ensure that all hand sanitiser stations are accessible to everyone, including wheelchair users and children.

Image: York Art Gallery, York Museums Trust

Interactives
Any interactives the museum may have in the galleries that have a risk of transmission will need to have a risk
assessment with appropriate control measures in place. Additional cleaning, limited use or the removal of
interactive displays or handling objects will need to be considered.

Space for Learning provides guidance in how to risk assess objects and interactives. To help make these
decisions you first need to consider:
•
•
•

Which objects, materials and surfaces are regularly handled or breathed on by staff or members of the
public
What are they made from, and how long does the virus survive on those materials?
In what environmental conditions does the handling happen?

You can find more guidance here from Space for Learning. Space for Learning also provide guidance for the
use of interactives in public areas and the use of self directed art materials for families.
Think about how small changes you could make. Could any interactive videos be played on loop instead of
being touch activated? Can any hands-on objects be cleaned after each touch? Read through the Natural
History Museums ‘Approaches to Hands On Interactives During Covid 19’
If interactives are removed, can you provide an alternative that does not require any contact with objects?
Read Kids In Museums’ “Playful Museums Case Studies” on their resources page for ideas and evaluations of
socially distant play interactions in museums. For example, can you encourage a hashtag trend and encourage
your visitor to take fun photos and share their experience? Can you provide online content such as audio
guides or a trail that visitors can use on their phones during their visit?
Examples:
• York Museums Trust have removed all drawing materials and touchable objects from York Art Gallery.
They have created a kid's activity backpack for sale in the shop which has an option to pay it forward
for another family.

Image: York Museums Trust, via York Art Gallery Twitter.
•

Sewerby Hall and Gardens, part of East Riding Museums, have these Under 5s explorer kits available
for families to check out during their visit that are still available in a covid secure manner and are
quarantined for 72 hours between uses.

Copyright: Sewerby Hall and Gardens, part of East Riding Museums.
•

Royal Cornwall Museum created a Mask Trail asking people to find other masks around the museum,
making it a fun activity.

Copyright: Royal Institution of Cornwall, Royal Cornwall Museum.

•

Leeds City Museum has removed many of their interactives but state that they are adapting them to be
COVID-19 secure and have provided alternative interactives.

Alternative interactives have been achieved through the collaborative site; Virtual visit - Leeds
Museums & Galleries, this website involves many of Leeds museums and galleries, providing online
interactives in various subjects.

Admissions and Retail
Tills, card machines and other touch points should be cleaned on a regular basis. Each staff member should
use viricidal wipes or spray to clean down these areas at the beginning and end of each shift, alongside using
hand sanitiser regularly.
Stock/items in retail areas which have been handled should be quarantined for 72 hours in a container or
separate room, with deliveries and returns or cleaned immediately. (This method can also be applied to lost
property). Tip: Use plastic boxes or resealable bags that you can contain touched items in. Label them with the
day and time and repeat this in a logbook if it is lost property. This allows you to know when it can be brought
back out onto display/ unquarantined. Provide signage in the shop that encourage visitors to only touch items

with the intention to buy, this will limit contact with items. See gov.uk advice 5.4 Handling Goods,
merchandise and other materials
Cashless payments should be encouraged to reduce transmission. This can be achieved by setting up
contactless payment at the admissions desk and contactless donation stations around the museum/gallery.
Here are some examples of contactless donation stations from Nidderdale Museum:

Copyright: Nidderdale Museum.

Staff Areas
Ensure staff are provided with all the relevant and updated information regarding hygiene and cleaning shared
areas at work. Provide viricidal spray or wipes for use by staff/volunteers for working spaces, staffroom areas,
computers and radios. Encourage your team to clean items before and after use. You should also work out the
safe capacity for staff areas and break areas and look at staggering staff breaks and lunches so there isn’t an
overlap of too many staff. See HSE Guidance on social distancing in the workplace
For staff break areas HSE recommends implementing a maximum capacity, ensuring good hand washing,
making sure all staff are aware of the new measures, using additional rooms and spaces as staff areas to
spread people out and ensure social distancing.

For staff work areas HSE recommends reviewing office layouts and moving furniture to ensure social
distancing, floor markings, discouraging hot desking/sharing of workspaces, and implementing a capacity for
these spaces.

Ventilation
Good ventilation mitigates the risk of transmission so consider the ventilation of the site and how airflows can
be improved. The HSE has provided guidance on Air conditioning and Ventilation during the coronavirus
outbreak. Space for Learning provides additional guidance in adapting your buildings and learning spaces, you
can find this information here. Some options to consider are keeping the front doors and windows in foyer
areas open.
Remember to consider how any new measures may affect the care of collections. Consider the effects of a
change of ventilation on the temperature and relative humidity of the site as this has implications for the care
of the collections both in terms of keeping doors open and air conditioning systems. Seek specialist advice
before changing parameters for temperature and relative humidity of air flow /conditioning units.
Also consider how this may affect the fire safety and/or security of the building.

Changes to operational procedures

Security
The security of the building for staff and visitors is very important. When creating your risk assessments,
adjustments may need to be made when reviewing procedures with considerations to Covid-19 guidelines.
The Collections Trust have created a Security Audit and Checklist for museums here.

For example, that your Bomb Threat and marauding attack evacuation plans are up to date with which areas
of your site are open and exits available. For more information and training visit the National Counter
Terrorism Security Office.

Fire evacuation procedures
These will need adjusting to account for your new visitor journey, one way system or tours including evac chair
locations on route. The London Fire Brigade have created a checklist of considerations when updating your
procedure. Further FAQs about the effect of Covid 19 on your fire safety can be found here from the National
Fire Chiefs Council

First aid
For any staff who are first aid trained there are different guidelines for administering during the pandemic. See HSE
guidance on First Aid during the Covid 19 pandemic in non-healthcare settings

Difficult customers/situations
Staff and volunteers will need to have retraining in how to handle difficult situations alongside Covid-19 guidelines.
Ensure staff are knowledgeable in how to approach and deal with different types of situations, making sure that your
team feel supported. Try to work scenarios into your reopening induction and training.

For example: A visitor who refuses to wear their mask or refuses to wear it correctly over their mouth and nose.
•
•
•

Check with colleagues to see if the visitor could be mask exempt.
Approach the visitor at a safe distance
Remind them that the mask needs to be worn indoors/worn over both their mouth and nose. Always be polite!

•
•

If you feel it is necessary and appropriate you can remind them that this is now a legal requirement.
If you have had to ask the visitor more than a few times, radio for your manager to speak to the visitor/ask them
to leave.

Many museums now have a statement on their websites that state that visitors could be asked to leave if they don’t
comply with face covering regulations. Consider applying a policy of asking a certain number of times (two or three),
then asking for a manager to ask them to leave. You have a duty of care to both your staff and volunteers and therefore
must act in their best interests to provide a safe environment. This is for the safety of staff and other visitors
(particularly those who are mask exempt or vulnerable).

You may face many other difficult questions and situations but always remember that safety comes first. Use the normal
reporting and safety procedures and always be aware of your own safety and stay at a safe distance. Don’t be afraid to
say to a visitor that you are moving back to maintain proper social distancing. Think about creating a FAQ type sheet for
potential difficult visitor questions such as refunds, latecomers, closure of parts of the site, pricing, COVID-19
regulations, test & trace data collection.

Safeguarding

“Creating a safe and welcoming environment, where everyone is respected and valued, is at the heart
of safeguarding. It’s about making sure your organisation is run in a way that actively prevents harm,
harassment, bullying, abuse and neglect. It’s also about being ready to respond safely and well if there
is a problem. Everyone in the organisation has a role to play in safeguarding. It should become part of
your day-to-day activities.” - NVCO

For more information on safeguarding, training and tools to use follow the NVCO website for more guidance.
Make sure staff have up to date safeguarding training for children and vulnerable adults and are aware of the
safeguarding reporting procedure for your organisation. Consider adding some scenarios to a reopening
induction pack or FAQs such as dealing with a lost child.

If you are moving some of your workshops online and hosting events which may include children or vulnerable
adults make sure that you are still following your codes of conduct and safeguarding training. There are many
resources online to assist with this including the Culture Health and Wellbeing Alliance have created a
document of guidance for working online and online safeguarding.

Taking Care of your Volunteers and Staff
Health & Safety
You have a duty of care to your staff and volunteers. It is important to consider the health and safety of your
team. To ensure this, you must have updated policies, procedures and information covering all aspects related
to Covid-19 guidelines. There are resources to help you assess your volunteers activities and how to support
them including: South West Museum Development’s Guidelines for safe volunteering during the Covid-19
Pandemic (which includes a flowchart to assess which volunteering activities could continue to take place
within a lockdown), and
Enabling safe and effective volunteering during coronavirus (COVID-19) - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
Assess the risks around volunteering roles and activities, considering:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the physical environment in which the volunteering activity takes place
the role’s activities and tasks
the individual needs of the person undertaking the role
Are any members of staff vulnerable? Here is the NHS definitions of Clinically Vulnerable and Clinically
Extremely Vulnerable.
Do any members of staff live with someone vulnerable?
Do any members of staff have issues with accessibility?
Make sure to consult volunteers/staff and take on board concerns about reopening and discuss
potential ways to reopen and accommodate their needs in the work environment. Communication is
key with your team, provide support by looking out for their well-being, check in with them on a
regular basis. AIM Guidelines suggest asking staff how they would like to be supported as part of the
initial communication.

The following resources are available to help you:
•
•
•
•

Pages 12-13 of the NMDC reopening guidelines offer guidance on how to support staff who are
vulnerable.
SE Museum Development Program’s Returning to Volunteering Resource can help support those
helping
volunteers to return to work.
See South East Museums Development Programmes Reopening Museums Toolkit in the ‘Staffing’
Section for further and guidance about staffing and questions to think through.
The Heritage Volunteering Group wrote an open letter statement to managers of organisations that
involve and deploy volunteers. It focuses on good volunteer management post Covid-19 and offers

•
•
•
•

points for consideration. They have resources to support the redeployment of volunteers, support for
returning to work and tips on training.
MIND, who have created a Wellness Action Plans that you can put into place for working on site or at
home.
The Museums Assocation also has a Wellbeing Hub.
Action for Happiness is a movement focusing on happiness and wellbeing for yourself and others.
The NHS has a ‘Every Mind Matters’ campaign to support individuals mental health, the page includes
advice, a mind plan and access to help and support.

Travel
Staff/Volunteers should be encouraged to walk/cycle to their place of work where possible. If they can only use public
transport or drive to their place of work, accommodate for them where possible by encouraging to travel at off-peak
times, plan their journeys, make changes where possible (use a quieter station/stop, get off a few stops earlier to avoid
busier areas) and to keep to the guidelines when using public transport.
You can find up to date information and guidance here.

Preparing staff to reopen
Have one to one meetings with returning staff/volunteers as well as training sessions before reopening.
Provide staff with all the relevant and up to date information, ensuring a safe return to work. You may want to
consider:
•
•
•

How are staff going to interact with one and other?
Can you create working bubbles/buddy systems to minimise interaction?
Have you considered break/staff rooms, locker areas too?

Below is an example of a checklist that could be used to note what training you are planning and which
members from the team have received this training prior to reopening.
[Return to work training]

[Date
]

[Name
]

[Name
]

[Name
]

Induction/Covid-19 Guidance
Admissions/Tickets/Bookings
Daily Procedures/Gallery/Collection
Security/Fire Evac
First Aid
Visitor Experience/FAQ’s/Complaint
Handling
Ensure staff/volunteers are provided with suitable PPE. Make sure your team are aware of any updated
guidelines.

The government offers workplace Coronavirus testing through asymptomatic lateral flow tests. Workplaces
can set up their own testing or make use of local testing sites.
Below is an example of what you may need. Create a checklist to manage what PPE you need and who on your
team has received PPE. You can find updated information here. Make sure to train staff in how to safely put
on and remove a face covering.
[PPE]

[Date]

[Name]

[Name]

[Name]

Face mask/shield
(Staff are required to wear a face mask or a face
mask & face shield combined within the
workplace)
Check updated guidelines.

Hand Sanitiser
(Provide individual bottles where possible as well
as other locations e.g. Admissions)

Gloves
(Provide gloves where necessary)

Additional equipment: pens, notebooks,
stylus.
(Provide staff with personal equipment that will
not be shared with others. Also consider how
these may be stored eg plastic bag, locker, work
bag)

Create a Visitor Experience reopening induction sheet which outlines all the new information and day to day
procedures. (See Appendices)

Visitor Experience
Supporting your visitors pre-visit
Visitors want to know what safety measures you have in place before they visit and be able to see them during
their visit. A way of doing this would be to provide FAQs on your website/social media. Take a look at this
example: Eureka!’s Reopening FAQS. By providing FAQs, visitors can be informed about areas such as
bookings, times, access, new procedures and safety measures all in preparation to planning their visit.
You could also use your social media/websites/newsletters to keep visitors up to date with what
changes/procedures are happening to ensure their safety and wellbeing. You could make a reopening info
video like Museums Northumberland or York Art Gallery, York Museums Trust. Keep these communications
positive, focusing on the new experience and what is open and available rather than the things that may be
closed.
A good example of this is Hull Museums' visitor information provided for the Ferens Art Gallery.
Hull Museums supplies clear concise information on their website about how to book, what measures they are
taking and what to expect when you arrive. This also includes a map of their new one-way system, showing
which areas are open and where facilities are.
Images: Hull Museums

Travel
Make sure current travel advice is clear on your
website and booking process, you can also refer
to the Gov.uk website for updated information.
Provide information regarding the use of public
transport and car parking facilities.

Supporting visitors during their visit
Provide a supportive environment which has been adapted for the visitor's safety and experience in mind. Assess the
usual meet & greet routine and make adjustments where required. Provide assistance to the visitor before they walk
through the door.
Consider providing a crib sheet for staff/volunteers as a tool, especially with changes in information and routine.
Creating a crib sheet, mainly for use for admissions staff/volunteers to confidently get across all the safety information
in a friendly and positive manner.
Here is an example:

Action:
Greet the visitor at a safe distance.
Ask if they have visited before – explain the new
experience they will be getting from their visit.
(keep it positive)
Explain the new system for booking/checking in.
(Complete the process or complete a manual
booking if they have not booked and there are
spaces available.)
Give a friendly reminder about face masks, social
distancing, hand sanitizer and the NHS Covid-19
app.
(Acknowledge if there is an exemption.)

Example:
“Hello, Welcome.”
“Have you visited us before? Your visit today will be
a little different, but not to worry I will provide you
with all of the information you may need.”
“Have you already booked your ticket? If not, let's
see what we can do for you today. We will need to
take some details from you for Test & Trace.”

5.

Explain the one-way system.
(Alter information for a tour)

6.

Let the visitor know where the toilets, shop and
café are located. (Advise if located on one-way
system)
Let them know you are there to help.
(Remember to have fun! Use some humour, keep
the information positive.)

“There is a one-way system throughout the gallery,
there will be signs to direct you. Don’t worry you
won’t get lost!”
“As you follow the one-way system, the toilets, café
and shop are located [here].”

1.
2.

3.

4.

7.

8.

Encourage feedback from the visitor.

“Please ensure to keep face masks/shields on at all
time.”
“Follow the one-way system keeping social
distancing in place, one metre or more where you
can is great! There are also hand sanitiser stations
located throughout the gallery if you may need
them. If I could encourage to use the NHS Covid-19
app to check in today before you start your visit.”

“If you have any questions about your visit today
please feel free to ask any members of our team.
Now that we have all of that covered let's get to
the good part! Enjoy your visit!”
“If you have any feedback for us from your visit
today please let us know in person or in one of our
post-visit surveys if you have the time. We would
really appreciate it. Thank you.”

Consider that your visitors may be anxious about their visit. Help by providing a safe environment for your visitors and
for your team. To help you with this, Kids in Museums have provided some useful information. Make sure to be
welcoming, make it easy and comfortable, remember that all families come in all shapes and sizes, be accessible to all,
communicate well and work together.

Supporting your visitors post-visit
Consider offering visitors chance to give feedback with a post-visit survey. This is a great opportunity to learn if the
measures you have put in place make people feel safe and how they found the experience. Indigo Ltd have created preand post-visit surveys for cultural venues which can be signed up for.

You must ask consent to contact visitors so think about how this can be done. If your ticketing system is online, create a
tick box asking for permission to email a post-visit survey. If your admissions are manual sales think about asking visitors
to leave an email address so that you can send out a survey. Create a physical form that a member of staff can fill out on
behalf of the visitor as they exit.
Collecting feedback from your visitors and using this information to work on your procedures and visitor experience is
very beneficial to your museum/gallery. You can use Audience Finder to help understand your audience and gain
feedback.
When creating your surveys for your visitors, consider which areas you want to focus on. Areas to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

About the visitor (remember to only collect the data that you need)
Safety & Access
Pricing/Booking system
Digital interaction/Social Media/Website
One-way system/Facilities
Experience/Tour/Collection

Once you have your feedback, what will you do with it? Consider how to use this feedback to improve your procedures
and visitor experience.
Remember that you will need to comply with GDPR laws as outlined above.

We would like to thank all the museums and galleries that have given permission for their information to be used in
this document:

Brontë Parsonage Museum
Brooklands Museum York Museums Trust
Calderdale Museums
Captain Cook Memorial Museum, Whitby
Eureka!
Fairfax House
Hull Museums
Leeds Museums & Galleries
Museums Northumberland
National Coal Mining Museum for England
National Football Museum
National Museums Liverpool
National Railway Museum, Science Museums Group
Nidderdale Museum
Ripon Museums
Royal Institution of Cornwall, Royal Cornwall Museum
Sewerby Hall and Gardens, part of East Riding Museums
York Museums Trust

